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Product Description

Price

Small Gift
Box

The perfe t gift for so eo e spe ial … or yourself. Contains 5
of the most popular WowGreen products in Ready-to-Use 3 oz
spray bottles. Included in the box are Laundry Detergent; All
Purpose Cleaner; Glass & Stainless Cleaner; Carpet &
Upholstery Cleaner; and a Stain Pen.

$20.00

Full Size Gift
Basket

Do you have a special occasion whom you would like to
present a gift of green cleaning products? A custom designed
Gift Basket is the ideal selection. Name the purpose and we
will create a special one just for you. It may be for a Wedding
or Baby Shower, perhaps a Birthday, maybe a Housewarming
gift or possibly Just Because. Let us know the special occasion
and it will be designed just for you!

$50.00

Book
Goi g
Green: Small
Changes
Create BIG
I pa ts

Going Green has been the "It" topic for over a decade. The
most basic definition of Green refers to reducing the negative
environmental impacts of daily habits, at home or in business.
We see products and services advertised as "Green"
everywhere we seem to go. But, many often wonder if these
options truly provide any value, or if they are simply gimmicks
to get consumers to complete more purchases.

$14.95

Gifts

Streak
Free Cloth
Eco Friendly
Microfiber

The electronic version of this book is highly interactive
containing many hyperlinks to resources and articles, as well
as informational and educational YouTube videos. For your
convenience, the electronic version of the book will be
emailed to you. Additionally a hard copy of the book will be
mailed to you.
This inexpensive, environmentally friendly cleaning product,
the Streak Free Microfiber Cloth is clearly the next generation
in cleaning. Wet it. Wring it. Wipe it just using ordinary tap
water.It is amazing in that the results are lint free, spot free
and streak free. Additionally you will find they are:
 Nonabrasive
 Quick drying, and
 Holds its shape.
The fabric contains no chemical additives. It polishes as it
cleans. Since you can use it over it is an extremely cost
effective cleaning tool. You will find that it is great with only
water on windshields, cars, chrome, computer screens,
mirrors, TVs, glasses, countertops, rims, tile, stainless steel,
microwaves, oven faces, windows, and aquariums, plastic and
even fiberglass. ~ This is the same product found online for

$3.00
Buy up
to 8 for
same
low
shipping
rate!
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Residential
EnviroCare
Glass
Cleaner
Concentrate
Refill

Non-streaking Glass Cleaner for glass, mirrors, stainless steel
and other polished surfaces.

$4.45

This product meets the Green Seal environmental standard for
cleaners based on its reduced human and environmental
toxicity and reduced volatile organic compound (VOC) content.
Each 1.0 oz EnviroPak packet makes 32oz (1 quart) of ready-touse cleaner. All you need to do is to dilute the super
concentrate with cold tap water and put it into a 1 quart spray
bottle! Use your own or buy one of our high quality spray
bottles that is already properly labeled for you.

EnviroCare
All Purpose
Cleaner
Concentrate
Refill

Our 1oz EnviroPaks are available for you if you do not use a lot
of cleaner or do not have the space to store it. Requires spray
bottle.
Low foam All Purpose cleaner is a neutral cleaner that leaves
no residue behind. Excellent on floors and counter tops,
cabinets and tables, furniture and walls. It also works excellent
outside, cleaning siding, vehicles and decks. It is truly a wipe
or mop and walk away type of cleaner.

$4.45

This product meets the Green Seal environmental standard for
cleaners based on its reduced human and environmental
toxicity and reduced volatile organic compound (VOC) content.
Each 1.0 oz EnviroPak packet makes 32oz (1 quart) of ready-touse cleaner. All you need to do is to dilute the super
concentrate with cold tap water and put it into a 1 quart spray
bottle! Use your own or buy one of our high quality spray
bottles that is already properly labeled for you.

EnviroCare
Washroom
Cleaner
Concentrate
Refill for
Toilet, Tile &
Bath

Our 1.0 oz EnviroPaks are for you if you do not use a lot of
cleaner and do not have the space to store it. Requires spray
bottle.
Washroom cleaner is naturally acidic to clean body oils, soap
residue and mineral deposits off the tile, porcelain, fixtures
and counter tops. This product meets the Green Seal
environmental standard for cleaners based on its reduced
human and environmental toxicity and reduced volatile
organic compound (VOC) content. Each 1.0 oz EnviroPak
packet makes 32oz (1 quart) of ready-to-use cleaner. All you
need to do is to dilute the super concentrate with cold tap
water and put it into a 1 quart spray bottle! Use your own or
buy one of our high quality spray bottles that is already
properly labeled for you. Our 1.0 oz. EnviroPaks are for you if

$4.45
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EnviroCare
Tough Job
Cleaner
Concentrate
Refill

you do not use a lot of cleaner or do not have the space to
store it. Requires spray bottle.
Tough Job is a heavy duty cleaner that is strong enough for the
most difficult cleaning tasks. It is formulated to remove carbon
and greasy messes from stoves and other appliances to floors,
countertops, sinks, walls, floors, and machinery – any
washable surface. This works very well in sprayers and power
washers for outdoor use.

$4.45

This product meets the Green Seal environmental standard for
cleaners based on its reduced human and environmental
toxicity and reduced volatile organic compound (VOC) content.
For general cleaning, each 1.0 oz. EnviroPak packet makes 32
oz. (1 quart) of ready-to-use cleaner. All you need to do is to
dilute the super concentrate with cold tap water and put it
into a 1 quart spray bottle! Use your own or buy one of our
high quality spray bottles that is already properly labeled for
you.
This product can also be used at different dilution ratios
depending on your application. Plan for 1:32 light deposits (or
one EnviroPak to one quart of water); 1:16 (or two EnviroPaks
to one quart of water for medium level of soiling); 1:8 (or 4
EnviroPaks to one quart of water for heavy soiling); or even 1:1
for restoration scenarios.

EnviroCare
Neutral
Disinfectant

Our 1.0 oz. packs are for you if you do not use a lot of cleaner
or do not have the space to store it. Requires spray bottle.
Neutral Disinfectant mixed with a quaternary is a hospital
grade disinfectant. With a neutral pH it does not dull nor does
harm the finish on nonporous surfaces. This is an EPA
registered pseudomonicide, bactericide, virucide, and
fungicide. (Efficacy information available upon request.)

$4.45

Spray it on and leave it for 10 minutes. Rinse or, for ease, let it
air dry. Can be used as a spray and walk away product for toys
and athletic gear.
Each ½ oz EnviroPak packet makes 32oz (1 quart) of ready-touse cleaner. All you need to do is to dilute the super
concentrate with cold tap water and put it into a 1 quart spray
bottle! Use your own or buy one of our high quality spray
bottles that is already properly labeled for you.
Our ½ oz. packs are for you if you do not use a lot of
disinfectant or do not have the space to store it. Requires
spray bottle.
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Spray Bottle
for
EnviroCare
Glass
Cleaner

Spray Bottle
for
EnviroCare
All Purpose
Cleaner

Spray Bottle
for
EnviroCare
Washroom
Cleaner

Spray Bottle
for
EnviroCare
Tough Job
Cleaner

Product Description
Spray Bottles
Our high quality, reusable, 1 quart Glass Cleaner Spray Bottle
is made from 100% recycled plastic with a long lasting,
bilingual, color and number coded silk screened label. (Color:
Lavender; Number: 1)

Price
$8.75

Combine this with an upgraded spray trigger (the best
available) for a spray bottle designed for a long life ensuring
you many refills from either the individual EnviroPaks or the
SNAP half gallon cartridges.
Reusing your spray bottle minimizes your cost, your waste and
your carbon footprint.
Our high quality, reusable, 1 quart All Purpose Cleaner Spray
Bottle is made from 100% recycled plastic with a long lasting,
bilingual, color and number coded silk screened label. (Color:
Lime; Number: 10)

$8.75

Combine this with an upgraded spray trigger (the best
available) for a spray bottle designed for a long life ensuring
you many refills from either the individual EnviroPaks or the
SNAP half gallon cartridges.
Reusing your spray bottle minimizes your cost, your waste and
your carbon footprint.
Our high quality, reusable, 1 quart Washroom Cleaner Spray
Bottle is made from 100% recycled plastic with a long lasting,
bilingual, color and number coded silk screened label. (Color:
Green; Number: 9)

$8.75

Combine this with an upgraded spray trigger (the best
available) for a spray bottle designed for a long life ensuring
you many refills from either the individual EnviroPaks or the
SNAP half gallon cartridges.
Reusing your spray bottle minimizes your cost, your waste and
your carbon footprint.
Our high quality, reusable, 1 quart Tough Job Cleaner Spray
Bottle is made from 100% recycled plastic with a long lasting,
bilingual, color and number coded silk screened label. (Color:
Orange; Number: 12)

$8.75

Combine this with an upgraded spray trigger (the best
available) for a spray bottle designed for a long life ensuring
you many refills from either the individual EnviroPaks or the
SNAP half gallon cartridge.
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Reusing your spray bottle minimizes your cost, your waste and
your carbon footprint.
Our high quality, reusable, 1 quart Neutral Disinfectant Spray
Bottle is made from 100% recycled plastic with a long lasting,
bilingual, color and number coded silk screened label. (Color:
Blue; Number: 3).

Spray Bottle
for
EnviroCare
Neutral
Disinfectant

$8.75

Combine this with an upgraded spray trigger (the best
available) for a spray bottle designed for a long life ensuring
you many refills from either the individual EnviroPaks or the
SNAP half gallon cartridge.
Reusing your spray bottle minimizes your cost, your waste and
your carbon footprint.
Our high quality, reusable, 1 quart Spray Bottle is made from
100% recycled plastic. It is unmarked and can be used with
any product.

Spray Bottle

$6.95

Combine this with an upgraded spray trigger (the best
available) for a spray bottle designed for a long life ensuring
you many refills.
Reusing your spray bottle minimizes your cost, your waste and
your carbon footprint.

Product

Product Image

All Purpose
Microfiber
Cloth

Product Description
Microfiber Products
Microfiber cloths have revolutionized the cleaning industry!
Our terry microfiber cloths feature a 80/20 content of
polyester/polyamide spilt fiber technology, resulting in the
highest efficacy possible. They are:
Lint free, Nonabrasive, Soft
Super absorbent yet quick drying
Non-electrostatic
Hypoallergenic
Long lasting (Can withstand hundreds of washings!)
Holds its shape due of the thinness of the strands
The splitting process created millions of tiny hooks and claws
in each of the individual fibers enabling the cloths to scoop up
dirt, bacteria, and dust and retain it inside the towel where
they remain until laundering. The density of the yarn and
microscopic size of the individual fibers allow them to reach
into the depressions and tiny crevices on the surface that
cotton and disposable cleaning towels cannot.

Price
$5.00
each
$10.00
for
three

To extend the life of your microfiber cloths do not use any
fabric softener or dryer sheets with them.
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Fluffy
Microfiber
Duster

As a green cleaning tool, microfiber has revolutionized the cleaning
industry! Microfibers are the newest technology in green cleaning as
they reduce chemical use, water, energy to clean, saving time and
money. Apply microfiber feather technology to every hard to reach
dusting job with the softest touch and toughest dust-grabber in the
industry.

$17.95

The plush, microfiber duster works just like a feather duster, yet
better. The microfiber features an 80/20 content of
polyester/polyamide spilt fiber technology, resulting in the highest
efficacy possible. It is:
 Lint free
 Nonabrasive
 Soft
 Non-electrostatic
 Quick drying
 Hypoallergenic
 Holds its shape due of the thinness of the individual strands
The splitting process has created millions of tiny hooks and claws in
each of the individual fibers enabling the duster to scoop up dirt,
bacteria, allergens, and dust and retain it inside the fibers where they
remain until laundering. The density of the yarn and microscopic size
of the individual fibers allow them to reach into the depressions and
tiny crevices on the surface that traditional feather dusters cannot. It
actually picks up the dust rather than dragging it around.
Microfiber dusters allow you to dust without chemicals as they
penetrate surface pores to remove tiny dust particles. The microfiber
products last much longer than traditional feather or lambswool
dusters. The electromagnetically charged microfibers "scrape and
hold" the dust. This microfiber feather duster can be laundered many
times by hand and allowed to air dry.
Product features include:
 Microfiber feathers
 Does not damage sensitive surfaces
 17 inches long
 Unique handle has standard threads designed to screw onto
an extension handle (sold separately) to ease access to hard
to reach places
 Blue color
 Washable
 No chemicals required!
Now dust without chemicals as the microfibers penetrate surface
pores to remove tiny dust particles. This is an exceptionally handy
cleaning supply that leverages the latest innovation in green cleaning
with 80/20 polyester/polyamide split fiber technology.
Microfiber feathers do not damage sensitive surfaces. Easily get to
those hard to reach places because of the unique handle that has
standard threads designed to screw onto an extension handle.
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Microfiber
Mitt (Terry
& Chenille)

Microfiber Multi-Purpose Mitt by Cleans Green is an extremely
effective chenille and terry combo mitt.
 Two sided: Microfiber Chenille one side & Terry Dusting
Mitt on other with built-in sponge in middle
 Latest innovation in green cleaning with 80/20
polyester/polyamide spilt fiber technology
 Lint free, Nonabrasive, Soft, Super absorbent yet quick
drying, Non-electrostatic, Hypoallergenic
 One Size Fits All; Ambidextrous; Holds Shape; Long lasting;
Launderable by machine or hand
 Save money and our planet by saving on paper towels,
water, energy to launder, and your time!

$17.75

The combo mitt is the perfect green cleaning tool. It's easy-to-use,
lightweight making cleaning a breeze. The combination Microfiber
Chenille and Terry Dusting Mitt with a built-in sponge is an effective,
multipurpose cleaning tool that can be used wet or dry... indoors or
out.
Works amazingly at removing dust, dirt, lint, oil and grease from all
surfaces. The mitt is double-sided making it even more versatile. Use
Terry side for light dusting and general cleaning indoors. Outdoors,
use to scrub hard to clean areas. Chenille side captures more dust
and dirt.
Why microfiber? It has revolutionized cleaning industry! Microfibers
are newest technology in green cleaning as they reduce chemical use,
water, energy to clean, saving time and money. The microfiber
chenille and terry mitt features an 80/20 content of
polyester/polyamide split fiber technology, resulting in the highest
efficacy possible.
They are:








Lint free, Nonabrasive and Soft
Super absorbent yet quick drying
Non-electrostatic
Hypoallergenic
Long lasting
Holds its shape due of the thinness of the individual strands.
The splitting process of the microfiber has created millions of tiny
hooks and claws in each of the individual fibers enabling the cloths to
scoop up dirt, bacteria, allergens, and dust and retain it inside the
fibers until laundering.
The density of the yarn and microscopic size of the individual fibers
allow them to reach into the depressions and tiny crevices on the
surface that cotton and disposable cleaning towels cannot.
Microfibers can penetrate surface pores to remove tiny dirt particles.
Microfiber products are long lasting and will outlive the traditional
cotton products. The mitt can be laundered many times by either
hand or machine washing and air or machine drying.
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Microfiber
Super
Shammy

Microfiber Super Shammy better than chamois. Here is your
environmentally friendly and super absorbent replacement for rags.

$13.75

Do NOT confuse this with a Sham Wow towel, that's not what this is.
This is as close in feel and performance to an actual leather chamois
as seen in a synthetic material. As a green cleaning tool, microfiber
cloths are a wonderful technology! The Microfiber Super Shammy
Towel is a 100% microfiber chamois type towel.
They are:





Lint free; Spot Free; Nonabrasive
Disposable, yet Launderable; Quick drying
Holds its shape.
The Super Shammy Towel is the highest quality synthetic chamois you
can buy. It is extremely durable, super soft, lint free and streak free!
This is an incredible towel for easily and effectively drying your car.
It is machine washable. To extend the life of your Super Shammy
microfiber cloths do not use any fabric softener or dryer sheets with
them. Bleach will shorten the life of the microfiber.
Super Shammy is perfect for car dealers, car washes, auto detailing or
anybody else looking for a long lasting chamois-like product.

Microfiber
Dusting Mitt

Buff to a shine while you dry. It actually works! Eco product is Blue
and Rectangular shape measuring 28"x16".
As a green cleaning tool, microfiber has revolutionized the cleaning
industry! Our terry microfiber mitts feature an 80/20 content of
polyester/polyamide spilt fiber technology, resulting in the highest
efficacy possible. The splitting process of the microfiber has created
millions of tiny hooks and claws in each of the individual fibers
enabling the cloths to scoop up dirt, bacteria, allergens, and dust and
retain it inside the mitt cloth where they remain until laundering. The
density of the yarn and microscopic size of the individual fibers allow
them to reach into the depressions and tiny crevices on the surface
that cotton and disposable cleaning towels cannot.

$7.75

The superior absorption of our microfiber makes this mitt ideal for
various wet to dry applications. Microfibers can penetrate surface
pores to remove tiny dirt particles. The long lasting microfiber
products last much longer than traditional cotton products.
In summary:
 Terry microfiber mitt can be used wet or dry
 Thumb reduces fatigue
 Reduce chemical use, water, energy to clean, saving time & money.
 Lint free, Nonabrasive, Soft, Super absorbent yet quick drying,
Non-electrostatic, Hypoallergenic
 One Size Fits All; Ambidextrous; Cuff; Holds Shape; Long lasting;
Machine or hand launderable. (Withstand hundreds of washings!)
Do not use fabric softener or dryer sheets. Bleach will shorten the life
of the microfiber. Color: Blue, Green, or Yellow
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Product Description
A green cleaning tool leveraging the latest in technology is this
reusable, closed cell biodegradable and compostable cloth. It works
like a sponge, but better.

EnduroCloth
Compostable
Sponge-like
Cloths

Long lasting, yet does not get smelly because it does not harbor
bacteria It is great for any hard surface, including glass, porcelain,
ovens, kitchen equipment, tables and counters, windows, stairways,
elevators, office furniture, toilets, sinks tile, technical equipment, and
laundry rooms.
Simply wet the cloth before each use and squeeze out excess water.
The cloth can be used with most common detergents. Lay flat to dry.
It is easy to sanitize the cloth. Just wet and microwave it on high for 12 minutes.

Price
$24.00
for pack
of 5
LARGE
cloths
$16.50
for pack
of 5
SMALL
cloths

Great features of the amazing Enduro Cloth include:
 Reusable; Lint free
 Highly absorbent (holds up to 20 times its own weight in water)
 Closed pores (won't harbor bacteria)
 Soft yet durable and firm to grip (resistant to tearing and
abrasions)
 100% biodegradable (biodegrades in just 24 weeks in microbial
active soil)
 Made of natural materials (approximately 70% cellulose and 30%
cotton)
 Reduces water consumption by replacing sponges, cotton towels,
wipes, and up to 15 rolls of paper towels over the life of one cloth
(reduce waste and save trees!)
 Machine washable (lasts for 300 washes) and dishwasher safe
ash at 200◦F a d lay flat to dry
 Eliminates water droplet trails other towels leave behind .
Green Features include: Carbon footprint reduction; Manufactured
from recycled and earth friendly materials; Sustainable and durable
product; and compostable.
Yellow (Other colors available upon special request); Rectangular
shape measures 12" x 10". Packaged 5 cloths per pack make it cost
effective.

Product

Product Image

SNAP
EnviroCare
Glass
Cleaner

Product Description
Commercial / Large Volumes
Non-streaking Glass cleaner is a concentrated solution that
leaves windows, mirrors, and all other polished surfaces
squeaky clean and free of streaks and hard water deposits. It
is highly effective, even on heavily soiled surfaces.
EnviroCare Glass Cleaner is recommended for cleaning glass,
mirrors, porcelain, enamel, stainless steel, chrome, Formica,
plastic and ceramic tile and other polished surfaces.

Price
$157.00
Equivale
nt to
o ly ₵
per
readyto-use
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quart!
This can be applied to the surface to be cleaned with a sprayer,
clean cloth, sponge, or window cleaner applicator and
removed with a clean soft cloth or squeegee.
This product meets EcoLogo Environmental Standard for Hard
Surface Cleaners (CCD-146) based on its low impact for human
and environmental health.
Environmental and safety benefits include:
 Made with renewable resources
 No ammonia or alcohol
 Nontoxic (aquatic & human)
 Phosphate free
 Biodegradable
 Contains no hazardous ingredients (no petroleum distillates,
no glycol ethers, no alkalies)
 Non corrosive
 VOC compliant
 NPE free
This is a super, super concentrated product. It is packaged for
the high volume user. While the most environmentally
friendly and sustainable packaging available is leveraged, this
requires the use of a SNAP Dispenser. Dilute with cold tap
water.

SNAP
EnviroCare
All Purpose
Cleaner

Each half gallon SNAP cartridge makes 40 gallons or 160 quart
bottles. This super concentrated product saves you money.
You pay ONLY ₵ cents per ready-to-use quart!
Low foam All Purpose cleaner is a low foaming nonionic
surfactant with exceptional cleaning properties. This will not
streak, haze, or leave a detergent film residue on cleaned
surfaces.
All Purpose Cleaner is formulated to clean floors, walls,
woodwork, chrome, porcelain, and stainless steel.
It is designed to provide simple daily cleaning with labor saving
film-free and no rinse features. Routine floor maintenance is
quick and easy. Use it to damp mop or in an auto scrubber.

$94.75
Equivale
nt to
only 18₵
per
readyto-use
quart!

This product meets EcoLogo Environmental Standard for Hard
Surface Cleaners (CCD-146) based on its low impact for human
and environmental health.
Environmental and safety benefits include:
 Made with renewable resources
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Nontoxic (aquatic & human)
Phosphate free
Biodegradable
No added fragrances
Non corrosive
Contains no hazardous ingredients
No glycol ethers
No alkalies

This is a super, super concentrated product. It is packaged for
the high volume user. While the most environmentally
friendly and sustainable packaging available is leveraged, this
requires the use of a SNAP Dispenser. Dilute with cold tap
water.

SNAP
EnviroCare
Washroom
Cleaner

Each half gallon SNAP cartridge makes 128 gallons or 512
quart bottles. This super concentrated product saves you
money. You pay ONLY 18 cents per ready-to-use quart!
Washroom cleaner is designed to keep basins, showers, bowls,
urinals and washroom surfaces clean and fresh in one easy
step. It is great for removing hard water deposits and soil
accumulations. Its mild food grade acidic formula removes
soap film, body oils, makeup, and mineral deposits from any
washable surface without damage. This one step cleaner cuts
through grime and requires no rinsing.
Using a sprayer, hand bucket and sponge, or mechanical spray
device, simply apply the EnviroCare Washroom solution to the
surface and wipe clean. Chrome, Stainless steel and other high
gloss surfaces may be polished with a clean, dry cloth.
EnviroCare Washroom also excels at removing those difficult
stains from ceramic tile floors and grouting.

$201.25
Equivale
nt to
only
$1.25
per
readyto-use
quart

This product meets EcoLogo Environmental Standard for Hard
Surface Cleaners (CCD-146) based on its low impact for human
and environmental health.
Environmental and safety benefits include:
 Made with renewable resources
 No hydrochloric or phosphoric acid
 Nontoxic (aquatic & human)
 Phosphate free
 Biodegradable
 Contains no hazardous ingredients (no petroleum distillates,
no glycol ethers, no alkalies)
 Non corrosive
 VOC compliant
 NPE free
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 Fragrance free (no added perfumes)
This is a super, super concentrated product. It is packaged for
the high volume user. While the most environmentally
friendly and sustainable packaging available is leveraged, this
requires the use of a SNAP Dispenser. Dilute with cold tap
water.

SNAP
EnviroCare
Tough Job
Cleaner

Each half gallon SNAP cartridge makes 40 gallons or 160 quart
bottles. This super concentrated product saves you money.
You pay ONLY $1.25 per ready-to-use quart!
Tough Job is a heavy duty liquid cleaner that is strong enough
for the most difficult cleaning tasks.
Tough Job is formulated to remove carbon and greasy messes
from walls, floors, machinery – any washable surface. This also
excels at removing forklift tire marks and is perfect for fire and
smoke damage clean up.
Tough Jo Clea er is ery ersatile. It ay e used as a spray
a d ipe lea er . Tough Jo Clea er perfor s as a arpet
and upholstery pre-spotter, stain remover, and traffic lane
cleaner. It is also for hand cleaning, damp mopping, automatic
scrubbing, or through a high pressure washer and steam
cleaner. It may also be used in cold tank soaking applications
and will not discolor or harm aluminum.

$269.75
Equivale
nt to
only
$1.68
per
readyto-use
quart!

This product meets EcoLogo Environmental Standard for Hard
Surface Cleaners (CCD-146) based on its low impact for human
and environmental health.
Environmental and safety benefits include:
 Made with renewable resources
 Nontoxic
 Phosphate free
 Biodegradable
 Contains no hazardous ingredients (no petroleum distillates,
no glycol ethers, no alkalies)
 Non corrosive
 VOC compliant
 No glycol ethers
 NPE free
 Fragrance free (no added perfumes)
This is a super, super concentrated product. It is packaged for
the high volume user. While the most environmentally
friendly and sustainable packaging available is leveraged, this
requires the use of a SNAP Dispenser. Dilute with cold tap
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water.

SNAP
EnviroCare
Neutral
Disinfectant

Each half gallon SNAP cartridge makes 40 gallons or 160 quart
bottles. This super concentrated product saves you money.
You pay ONLY $1.68 per ready-to-use quart!
Neutral Disinfectant is recommended for use in hospitals,
nursing homes, schools, colleges, commercial and industrial
institutions, as well as veterinary clinics.
It disinfects, cleans, and deodorizes floors, walls, metal
surfaces, stainless steel surfaces, glazed porcelain, plastic
surfaces and other hard, nonporous surfaces. The neutral pH
formula does not dull floor finishes. This is an EPA registered
pseudomonicide, bactericide, virucide, and fungicide. (EPA
Registration # 47371-129-527)

$121.25
Equivale
nt to
only 24₵
per
readyto-use
quart

Environmental and safety benefits include:
 Made with renewable resources
 Phosphate free
 Non corrosive
 No glycol ethers
 Non alkaline
 NPE free
This is a super, super concentrated product. It is packaged for
the high volume user. While the most environmentally
friendly and sustainable packaging available is leveraged, this
requires the use of a SNAP Dispenser. Dilute with cold tap
water.

SNAP
EnviroCare
Enhancer

Each half gallon SNAP cartridge makes 128 gallons or 512
quart bottles. This super concentrated product saves you
money. You pay ONLY 24 cents per ready-to-use quart!
EnviroCare Enhancer is an environmentally preferable, high
dilution, floor maintenance product that can be used in multimethods to maintain or restore damaged and dulled acrylicbased floor coatings to a deep vibrant gloss.
This product is one piece of the award winning green floor care
system that is a part the Green to the Core program.
EnviroCare Enhancer is designed to be used for buffing and
burnishing and can easily be applied by a mob and bucket or
through an auto scrubber.

$63.50
Equivale
nt to
only 76₵
per
readyto-use
quart

This product meets EcoLogo Environmental Standard for Hard
Floor Care (CCD-147) based on its low impact for human and
environmental health.
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Environmental and safety benefits include:
 Phosphate free
 Readily Biodegradable
 Contains no hazardous ingredients
 No glycol ethers
 No alkalies
 No acids
 Non corrosive
 VOC compliant
 APE free
 No added fragrances
This is a super, super concentrated product. It is packaged for
the high volume user. While the most environmentally
friendly and sustainable packaging available is leveraged, this
requires the use of a SNAP Dispenser. Dilute with cold tap
water.

SNAP Proxi
Multi
Surface
Cleaner

Each half gallon SNAP cartridge makes 21 gallons on the high
flow setting and 13 gallons on the low flow setting. This
enables the greatest flexibility and ensures conservation of
product. This super concentrated product saves you money.
You pay ONLY 76 cents per ready-to-use quart!
Proxi Multi Surface Cleaner is a versatile, super concentrated
product that has been formulated to remove stains, hard
water buildup and soap scum. The active ingredient is safer on
surfaces than aggressive acids or bleaches.
Proxi Multi Surface Cleaner is effective on tile and grout,
counter tops, cutting boards, stainless steel and most hard
surfaces.
Proxi is a very effective bathroom cleaner, as it cleans sinks,
toilet bowls, tub surfaces and shower walls; cleans and
whitens grout; is an effective uric descaler; and cleans mirrors
and metal. It also removes blood from hard surfaces.

$81.50
Equivale
nt to
only 15₵
per
readyto-use
quart

Rochester Midland has successfully combined hydrogen
peroxide, a stabilizing oxidizing agent, and compatible
formulation ingredients to create a formulation that dissolves
organic matter to remove stains and eliminate related odors.
It leaves no chemical residue. The only by-products are oxygen
a d ater. It is k o as Nature’s S ru Brush .
This product meets the Green Seal environmental standard for
cleaners based on its reduced human and environmental
toxicity and reduced volatile organic compound (VOC) content.
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Product Advantages:
 Formulated to remove stains, hard water build up, and soap
scum.
 Eliminates odors
 Safer on surfaces than acids or bleaches.
 Non-bleaching
 No residue
 No dyes
This is a super, super concentrated product. It is packaged for
the high volume user. While the most environmentally
friendly and sustainable packaging available is leveraged, this
requires the use of a SNAP Dispenser. Dilute with cold tap
water.
Each half gallon SNAP cartridge makes 128 gallons or 512
quart bottles on the high flow setting. On the low flow
setting it makes 13 gallons or 52 quart bottles. This enables
the greatest flexibility and ensures conservation of product.

SNAP DfE
BioClean

This super concentrated product saves you money. You pay
ONLY 15 cents per ready-to-use quart!
DfE BioClean is a fortified synthetic detergent to clean walls,
floors, baseboards, painted surfaces, and other washable
surfaces.
DfE BioClean is recommended for cleaning equipment,
machinery parts, floors, etc. While rinsing will completely
remove the dirt, since it has an exclusive surfactant system
that rapidly floats away soils, it is not necessary to rinse when
using this product.

$88.00
Equivale
nt to
only 17₵
per
readyto-use
quart

DfE BioClean is a unique formulation that performs equally
well in hard or soft, hot or cold water solutions. It can be used
as a Spray & Wipe lea er, damp mopping, automatic
scrubbing, hand scrubbing, or through high pressure washers
and steam cleaners. It may also be used in cold tank soaking
applications since it will not discolor or harm aluminum or
other soft metals.
DfE BioClean is member of the Designed for the Environment
(DfE) line of products that have been designed to be safer, less
hazardous, and have more positive environmental attributes
when compared to similar conventional products.
Environmental and safety benefits include:
 Synthetic detergent with coconut derivatives
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No rinsing required
Non corrosive
Versatile
Heavy Duty
Safe to use on aluminum and other soft metals

This is a super, super concentrated product. It is packaged for
the high volume user. While the most environmentally
friendly and sustainable packaging available is leveraged, this
requires the use of a SNAP Dispenser. Dilute with hot or cold
tap water.

SNAP Fresh
Aire
Deodorizer

Each half gallon SNAP cartridge makes 128 gallons or 512
quart bottles. This super concentrated product saves you
money. You pay ONLY 17 cents per ready-to-use quart!
Fresh Aire Deodorizer is a liquid neutralizer for chemicals and
malodors. It leaves the air clean and pleasant smelling. It is
designed for use in schools, hospitals, nursing homes, hotels,
theaters, and all other public buildings and institutions.
Fresh Aire Deodorizer neutralizes objectionable odors in locker
rooms, garbage areas, apartments, mildewed carpets,
gymnasiums, elevators, restrooms, animal cages, hallways,
sinks, and other areas.
Fresh Aire Deodorizer can be used with water soluble
detergents such as floor cleaners, carpet shampoos, and
general purpose cleaners or degreasers. It should not,
however, be added to disinfectants.

$222.75
Equivale
nt to
only
$1.39
per
readyto-use
quart

Product Advantages:
 Excellent fragrance booster
 Highly concentrated
 Extended product coverage
 Cost effective
 Fresh, clean fragrance
This is a super, super concentrated product. Packaged for the
high volume user. While the most environmentally friendly
and sustainable packaging available is leveraged, this requires
the use of a SNAP Dispenser. Dilute with cold tap water.
Each half gallon SNAP cartridge makes 40 gallons or 160 quart
bottles. This super concentrated product saves you money.
You pay ONLY $1.39 per ready-to-use quart!
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SNAP Citrus
Cleaner
|Degreaser

Citrus Cleaner |Degreaser is a heavy duty liquid cleaner that is
strong enough for the most difficult cleaning tasks. Citrus
Cleaner | Degreaser will remove carbon and greasy residues
from walls, floors, machinery – any washable surface. It is a
very versatile cleaner in that it performs at its peak as a carpet
or upholstery pre-spotter, stain remover, and traffic lane
cleaner. It also excels at removing forklift tire marks and is
perfect for fire and smoke damage clean up.
Citrus Cleaner |Degreaser can be used as a Spray & Wipe
cleaner, damp mopping, automatic scrubbing, hand scrubbing,
or through high pressure washers and steam cleaners. It may
also be used in cold tank soaking applications since it will not
discolor or harm aluminum or other soft metals.

$198.00
Equivale
nt to
only
$1.23
per
readyto-use
quart

Environmental and safety benefits include:
 Made using renewable resources
 Nontoxic
 Nonflammable
 Phosphate free
 Biodegradable
 Contains no hazardous ingredients (no petroleum distillates,
no glycol ethers, no alkalies)
 Non corrosive
 VOC compliant
 NPE free
 Fragrance free (no added perfumes)
This is a super, super concentrated product. Packaged for the
high volume user. While the most environmentally friendly
and sustainable packaging available is leveraged, this requires
the use of a SNAP Dispenser. Dilute with cold tap water.

SNAP
Mobile
Dispenser

Each half gallon SNAP cartridge makes 40 gallons or 160 quart
bottles. This super concentrated product saves you money.
You pay ONLY $1.23 per ready-to-use quart!
SNAP is latest innovation in chemical management. It is
comprised of a unique, high tech dispensing unit and a
comprehensive line of high performance cleaning chemicals
contained in special SNAP cartridges. Safest, most accurate
and economical chemical management system available today.

$200.00

Only one unit is required to dispense multiple products with
the patented no chemical carryover SNAP technology. One
unit handles all SNAP products.
The SNAP dispenser is easy to use. Cartridges conveniently
snap securely in place. It is safe as no measuring or mixing
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required. It does it for you. This proprietary system ensures
no contact with the chemical or any crossover of chemicals.
The built in flow control eliminates water pressure problems
and give accurate and consistent dilution every time. Good
ye to a ateur he istry a d produ t aste.






Product

Product Image

Replacement
Trigger
Sprayer for
Spray Bottle

1 oz Pump
for Gallon
Jug

Dual flow rates
Two fill options: Bottle, Bucket and Scrubbers
Built in backflow prevention
Complete with Quick Disconnect
Ready to use; No assembly required

Product Description
Replacement Parts
Upgraded trigger sprayer (the best available) for a spray bottle is an
easy and affordable way to apply liquid to any surface. Strong and
durable, it has been designed for a long life.
The textured grip allows for wet or dry handling without slippage.
The trigger is designed for a 32 oz. spray bottle and provides a stream
for the fastest application or soft spray, your choice. The sprayer
handles a wide variety of cleaners with ease. Although it is clearly an
essential tool for cleaning, this trigger sprayer is also a smart and
economical accessory for a variety of tasks. Spray Bottle sold
separately.
This pump is designed for a 1 gallon jug with a 10 inch tube. 1oz. of
product is delivered per stroke. Although it is reusable, to avoid
chemical cross contamination it is recommended that a different
pump is used for each type of cleaner.

Price
$4.25

$11.50

 Pump designed for a 1 gallon jug
 1oz. of product is delivered per stroke
 Use with any product (Recommended to use a different pump with
each type of product to min cross contamination)

Replacement
Contour
Foamer
Trigger
Sprayer

Contoured foamer trigger sprayer (the best available) for a spray
bottle is an easy and affordable way to apply liquid to any surface.

$5.00

The unique foamer tip produces a large volume of clinging foam.
Strong and durable, the heavy duty design holds up to the most
demanding usage applications. It has been designed for a long life.
The textured grip allows for wet or dry handling without slippage. The
sprayer handles a wide variety of cleaners with ease. Although it is
clearly an essential tool for cleaning, this foamer trigger sprayer is
also a smart and economical accessory for a variety of tasks. Spray
bottle sold separately.
5/31/13
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